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FALSELY ACCUSED!Ã‚Â When someone sabotages former navy SEAL Luke Baldwin's

"unhackable" software, there's more than his reputation at stake. Faced with treason charges, Luke

turns to Dani Justice, a computer expert and skilled investigator. She's eager to dive into the

challenging case&#133;until she uncovers a devastating connection. The hacker framing Luke has

a personal, deadly history with Dani. Luke's code of honor and his growing feelings make him

resolved to protect the sweet, strong woman he knows is more vulnerable than she'd admit. But

what good is his training or determination against an enemy who can hack into any system and find

them wherever they hide? Ã‚Â The Justice Agency: Family and law enforcement go hand in hand
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I am a tad disappointed in the 4th book of the Justice Agency series, Thread of Suspicion. The plot

was suspenseful, and Ms. Sleeman's writing was what I have come to expect from her. But...Dani's

attitude grated on me. I liked her so much better in NO Way Out. Maybe, I could relate better if I was



the youngest female in a closely bonded big family. Luke's issue with control was easier to take.I do

hope all works out for them, though.I guessed the identity of the "Villain" much earlier than he was

revealed and even guessed the motive. I was unable to do that in the other 3 books. I like being

surprised so the ending was a bit of a letdown.What I could definitely relate to was the message of

waiting on God's perfect timing. I so need to work on that as I am always jumping ahead of Him.

Thread of Suspicion is still a good book that I can recommend . It is best to read the whole series in

order, if possible. Now, on to Derrick's story--and sadly the end of an excellent series. I plan to read

more of Ms. Sleeman's books.

Luke and Dani's story - super sweet.Lots of suspense and romance, very well written and grabs you

right from the start. Didn't guess the ending either!!!Luke Baldwin is a former Navy Seal, Dani

Justice is a super intelligent, very beautiful computer geek. And she is just what Luke needs both in

his business and personally.Luke's being faced with treason charges and his computer program has

been hacked! He stands to lose everything unless Dani can get to the bottom of things.Dani's

partner at the FBI had been killed by Echo and he threatened to kill her if their paths crossed again.

Now he's back and somehow mixed up what is happening to Luke. Can she clear Luke and avoid

getting killed?Loved this story so much, this series just keeps getting better and better!!

Thread of Suspicion was extremely captivating. I only have limited to read and I never wanted to put

the book down. Susan does a remarkably good job of developing the characters. Their situations

and responses to those situations are totally believable. The suspense is right to the edge -- you

really want to see what happens next because you can't wait to see the heroine and hero win and

overcome the situations around them. Absolutely loved the ending chapter which, although short

wrapped a berfect bow around the entire story.

My only disappointment about this book is that I didn't read it immediately after reading the first

three. Now that I've read it, I remember why I loved the first 3 and now I can't wait to read #5 in the

series coming out next month. While I wait for the fifth one, I am considering re-reading the first

three again. The Justice family is amazing! Sleeman does a great job of suspense with a little

romance. I love this series!

Mrs. Sleeman writes amazing romantic suspense. I plan to purchase the entire series. The story of

Luke and Dani was uplifting. The suspense was riveting.



This fourth book in The Justice Agency series is a great read. Dani and Luke have past hurts and

fear to overcome. As they work together to stop a criminal God shows them that He is still a very

present help in time of need. This is a story worth reading.

Enjoyed the story with the Justice Agency family to include mystery AND romance. Enjoy any of

these stories - they are interrelated BUT they are stand alone also. Characters are well developed

and mostly believeable. I really, really, really like the emphasis on Christian morals throughout these

stories.

Product and service were fine.
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